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Pre-Employment Tests

Finding a job these days not only requires filling out an application and providing a resume and cover letter. More employ-

ers are using pre-employment tests to help determine which candidate in a pool of applicants is best qualified to perfor m a

par ticular job’s duties. These tests range from basic drug screenings and skills tests to more advanced--and potentially

problematic--tests such as psychological and personality tests.

There are state and federal laws which protect employees before hiring, and of course, even more laws protecting employ-

ees after they are hired. Laws protecting prospective employees largely revolve around anti-discrimination policies.

Employers are prohibited from discriminating in the hiring process on the basis of race, gender, national origin, sexual

preference, and disability. Cer tain pre-employment tests may on their face violate these laws, or may do so by being

applied incorrectly.

Because of the potential legal problems in administering pre-employment tests, employers should consult an attorney

before utilizing any test beyond a rudimentar y skills test.

Drug Testing

As drug abuse becomes a more prevalent problem, drug testing has become a more commonplace method of screening

dr ug and alcohol abusers before hiring. Not only is it a screening tool to prevent harm to the company by a drug abuser, it

also serves as a shield against liability should an employee be accused of wrongdoing.

Dr ug testing laws var y from state to state, and industry to industr y. Some states prohibit the use of drug testing, others

allow it for certain industries, and still others allow drug screens for any profession. Certain industries such as railroad and

public transpor tation are required to administer pre-employment drug tests.

For more infor mation on your state’s laws with respect to pre-employment drug testing, visit the U.S. Chamber of Com-

merce .

Skills Tests

Skills tests are typically used to determine whether an applicant has the necessary skill to perfor m a job function and to

deter mine for what level a candidate should be hired. These tests are widely used, and are generally safe to administer,

with the caveat that the test must apply to a skill necessary for the position.

For example, if you are hiring a typist to take dictation, you may require a typing exam. If you’re hiring a custodian, how-

ev er, a typing exam could be construed as being discriminator y in violation of state and federal laws. Like all pre-employ-

ment testing, the tests only comply with the law when applied properly.

Testing Candidates with Disabilities

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) makes it unlawful for private employers with 15 or more employees and local,

state, and federal government employers to discriminate against qualified applicants with disabilities. This means that

employers to whom the ADA applies must take care that any pre-employment testing analyzes skills and does not screen

out disabled candidates simply because they are disabled.

The ADA requires that employers administer skills tests in a manner or for mat that doesn’t require the use of the impaired

skill unless the test is designed to test that skill because it is necessary to carr y out the job description. For example, an

employer gives a typing exam for the position of secretary. The employer is not required to offer the test in a different for-

mat for someone with does not have use of their hands and therefore cannot type. Because typing is central to the perfor-

mance of the job, the employer can properly require a typing test.

Additionally, the ADA requires employers to make reasonable accommodations for people with disabilities when giving

tests. For example, if an employer requires applicants to stand in line for several hours in order to apply for an office job

and a candidate has a disability that prevents him from standing for long periods, the employer must make a reasonable
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accommodation to allow him to sit while waiting to apply. Employers are not required to make accommodations which

would unduly burden the employer, how ever. For example, if an office is on the 3rd floor of a walkup building, the employer

would not be required to install an elevator for the applicant because it would impose an "undue burden" on the employer.

In order to best comply with the requirements of ADA, employers should, whenever possible, avoid giving pre-employment

tests that may pose problems for persons with impaired sensory, speaking, or manual skills (and certain learning disabili-

ties, such as dyslexia), unless they are skills required to perfor m the job, as in the example above .

Aptitude , Personality or Psychological Tests

Some companies have also chosen to make use of tests which purpor t to predict with a degree of certainty the best

method to maximize an applicant’s abilities, or whether they are even a good fit (skill and personality wise) for a certain

job. Some tests even incor porate the Myers-Br iggs personality indicator, which claims to measure and predict how people

perceive the wor ld and make decisions.

If such tests make you war y, they should. Legally, these tests are fraught with problems, most notably that they can easily

be construed as discriminator y against certain groups of applicants (e.g., minorities and women). Tests which probe too

deeply into an applicant’s personality may also violate state and federal laws prohibiting employers from asking questions

per taining to sex, gender, religious beliefs, national origin, etc.

Typically only large companies, with the resources to employ professionals dedicated to perfecting the construction and

implementation of such aptitude or personality tests, administer them. Unless you have the resources of a Wal-Mar t

(which utilizes a multiple choice aptitude test), you should give great thought and consideration before giving such tests.

Polygraph Exams

While all employers would love to know to a high degree of certainty whether an employee was a truthful person or not,

the federal Employee Polygraph Protection Act (EPPA) prohibits the use of polygraph tests on employees, except in cer-

tain industries. Those exceptions include armored car personnel and personnel involved in the health and safety of the

publiclimited exceptions that don’t apply to most businesses.

In other words, lie detector tests should rarely be considered as a requirement to employment.

Medical Tests

The Americans with Disabilities Act prohibits employers from inquiring about the medical history of applicants. Once hired,

however, employers have a limited right to require medical exams as long as they are "job related and consistent with

business necessity." For example, a constr uction company may require employees who operate heavy machinery to sub-

mit to regular medical tests for hearing, vision, reflexes, and heart trouble.

All medical tests must be required of all similarly situated employees. By requir ing only certain people to submit to medical

testing (particular ly those with disabilities), employers open themselves up to liability.

Credit and Consumer Reports

Cer tain businesses which seek employees who will handle cash may want to use credit reports to help determine whether

they are financially responsible individuals. While employers may use credit and consumer reports, they must get the

applicant’s written permission, as such reports are inherently private. Fur thermore, the permission must be given sepa-

rately from permission for anything else. In other words, the credit report consent must be given on a separate sheet of

paper that expressly states a credit report is requested and will be used in the hiring process.
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